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Build the Model

This chapter covers
■

Defining the Model and how it fits into our architecture

■

The relationship between the Model, Data, and Fake
modules

■

Setting up files for the Model

■

Enabling touch devices

■

Designing the people object

■

Building the people object and testing the API

■

Updating the Shell so users may sign in and sign out

This chapter builds on code we’ve written in chapters 3 and 4 of this book. Before
starting, you should have the project files from chapter 4, as we’ll be adding to
them. We recommend you copy the entire directory structure you created in chapter 4 into a new “chapter_5” directory and update it there.
In this chapter we design and build the people object portion of the Model.
The Model provides the business logic and data to the Shell and feature modules.
The Model is independent of the user interface (UI) and isolates it from logic and
data management. The Model is itself isolated from the web server through the use
of a Data module.
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We want our SPA to use the people object to manage a list of people, which
includes the user as well as people with whom they’re chatting. After we modify and
test the Model, we update the Shell so that a user may sign in and sign out. Along
the way, we add touch controls so we can use our SPA on a smart phone or tablet.
Let’s get started by getting a better understanding of what the Model does and how
it fits into our architecture.

5.1

Understand the Model
In chapter 3 we introduced the Shell module, which is responsible for applicationwide tasks like URI anchor management and application layout. The Shell dispatches
feature-specific tasks to carefully isolated feature modules that we introduced in chapter 4. These modules have their own View, Controller, and a slice of the Model that
the Shell shares with them. An overview of the architecture is shown in figure 5.1.1
The Model consolidates all business logic and data in one namespace. The Shell or
feature modules never communicate with the web server directly, but instead interact
with the Model. The Model is itself isolated from the web server through the use of
the Data module. This isolation results in faster development and higher quality, as we
shall soon see.
This chapter begins the development and use of the Model. In chapter 6, we’ll
complete this work. Let’s look at what we’ll accomplish over these two chapters and
the corresponding capabilities the Model will need to have.

Figure 5.1

1

The Model in our SPA architecture

Groups of modules that use shared utilities are surrounded by a dashed-line box. For example, the Chat, Avatar, and Shell modules all use the “Browser utilities” and the “Base utilities,” whereas the Data and Model modules use only the “Base utilities.”

Understand the Model

5.1.1
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What we’re going to build
Before we discuss the Model, it’s useful to refer to an example application. Figure 5.2 illustrates the capabilities we plan to add to our SPA by the end of chapter 6.
The Shell will manage the sign-in process—we can see the signed-in user in the top
right. The Chat feature module will manage the chat window, which is shown at bottom right. And the Avatar feature module will manage the colored boxes representing people shown on the left. Let’s consider the business logic and data we’ll need
per module:
■

■

■

The Shell will need a representation of the current user to manage the sign-in
and sign-out process. It’ll need methods to determine who the current user is,
and to change the user if desired.
The Chat feature module will also need to be able to inspect the current user
(“Josh” in this example), and determine if he is authorized to send or receive
messages. It’ll need to determine the person with whom the user is chatting—if
any. It’ll need to inquire about the list of online people so it may show them on
the left of the chat slider. Finally, it’ll need methods to send messages and to
select a person to chat with.
The Avatar feature module will also need to inspect the current user (“Josh”),
and determine if he is authorized to see and interact with the avatars. It’ll also
need the current user identification so it may outline the associated avatar in
blue. It’ll also need to determine the person with whom the user is chatting
(“Betty”) so it may outline this person’s avatar in green. Finally, it’ll need methods to set and retrieve avatar details (such as color and position) for all people
currently online.

Figure 5.2

A vision of the our SPA in the near future
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We have a lot of overlap in the business logic and data our modules require. For example, we know the current user object is required by the Shell as well as the Chat and
Avatar modules. We also know we’ll need to provide a roster of online users to both
Chat and Avatar. A few strategies come to mind on how we might manage this overlap:
■
■

■

Build the required logic and data in every feature module.
Build parts of the logic and data in different feature modules. For example, we
might consider Chat to be the owner of the people object, and the Avatar to be
the owner of the chat object. We would then make calls between our modules
to share information.
Build a central Model to consolidate our logic and data.

The first option of maintaining parallel data and methods in different modules is
amusingly error-prone and labor intensive. If we do this, we might rather seek an
exciting career flipping burgers. And yes, I would like fries with that.
The second option works better, but only for a while. Once logic and data reach a
moderate level of complexity, the amount of cross-module dependencies results in the
dreaded “SPA-ghetti” code.
The final option, using a Model, is by far the best option in our experience, and
also provides benefits which aren’t immediately obvious. Let’s take a look at what a
well-written Model should do.

5.1.2

What the Model does
The Model is where the Shell and all of our feature modules access data and business
logic in our SPA. If we need to sign in, we invoke a method provided by the Model. If
we want to get a list of people, we get it from the Model. If we want to get avatar information... well, you get the idea. Any data or logic that we want to share between feature modules, or is central to the application, should go into the Model. If you’re
comfortable with Model-View-Controller (MVC) architecture, you should be comfortable with the Model.
Just because all business logic and data are accessed through the Model doesn’t
mean we have to use only one (potentially huge) JavaScript file to provide it. We can
use namespacing to break up our Model into more manageable parts. For example, if
we have a Model that has a people object and a chat object, we could place the people logic in spa.model.people.js, and the chat logic in spa.model.chat.js, and then
consolidate them in our main Model file, spa.model.js. Using such a technique, the
interface presented to the Shell doesn’t change, regardless of the number of files used
by the Model.

5.1.3

What the Model does not do
The Model doesn’t require a browser. This means the Model must not assume the presence
of a document object or that browser-specific methods like document.location are
available. It’s good MVC hygiene to have the Shell and (especially) the feature modules render the representation of Model data. And this separation makes automated

Set up the Model and other files
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unit and regression testing much simpler. We’ve found that as you get into browser
interaction, the value of automated testing diminishes greatly as the cost of implementation rises. But by avoiding the DOM, we can test everything up to the UI without having to run a browser.

Unit and regression testing
Development teams must decide when to invest in automated testing. Automating
the tests of Model API is almost always a good investment because the tests can be
isolated to use the same data for each API call. Automating the tests of a UI is much
more expensive due to the many variables that aren’t easily controlled or predicted.
For example, it can be difficult and expensive to simulate how quickly a user might
click on one button and then another, or to foresee how data will propagate through
the system when a user is involved, or to know how fast a network will perform. For
these reasons, web page testing is often performed manually, with the help of a few
tools like HTML validators and link checkers.
A well designed SPA has independent Data, Model, and feature module (View + Controller) layers. We ensure our Data and Model have well-defined APIs and are isolated
from the feature modules, and as a result we don’t have to use a browser to test
these layers. Instead we can inexpensively employ automated unit and regression testing using a JavaScript execution environment like Node.js or Java’s Rhino. In our experience, the View and Controller layers are still best tested manually by real people.

The Model doesn’t provide general purpose utilities. Instead, we use a general utility library
(spa/js/spa.util.js) that doesn’t require the DOM. We package these utilities separately
because we’ll use them with multiple SPAs. The Model, on the other hand, is often tailored for a specific SPA.
The Model doesn’t communicate directly with the server. We have a separate module for
that called Data. The Data module is responsible for getting all the data the Model
requires from the server.
Now that we have a better understanding of the Model’s role in our architecture,
let’s set up the files we’ll need in this chapter.

5.2

Set up the Model and other files
We need to add and modify a number of files to support building our Model. We also
want to add the Avatar feature module files now, as we’ll need them soon enough.

5.2.1

Plan the file structure
We recommend you copy the whole directory structure you created in chapter 4 into a
new “chapter_5” directory so we can update them there. Let’s review our file structure
as we left it in chapter 4, as shown in listing 5.1:
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Listing 5.1
spa
+-|
|
|
+-|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
`--

Build the Model

File structure from chapter 4

css
+-- spa.chat.css
+-- spa.css
`-- spa.shell.css
js
+-- jq
|
+-- jquery-1.9.1.js
|
`-- jquery.uriAnchor-1.1.3.js
+-- spa.js
+-- spa.chat.js
+-- spa.model.js
+-- spa.shell.js
`-- spa.util.js
spa.html

Here are the modifications we plan to make:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

■

■

■
■

Create our namespaced CSS stylesheet for Avatar.
Modify our namespaced CSS stylesheet for the Shell to support user sign-in.
Include the jQuery plugin for unified touch and mouse input.
Include the jQuery plugin for global custom events.
Include the JavaScript library for the browser database.
Create our namespaced Avatar module. This is a placeholder for chapter 6.
Create our namespaced Data module. This will provide an interface to “real”
data from the server.
Create our namespaced Fake module. This will provide an interface to “fake”
data that we use for testing.
Create our namespaced browser utilities modules so we can share common routines that require a browser.
Modify our namespaced Shell module to support user sign-in.
Modify our browser document to include the new CSS and JavaScript files.

Our updated files and directories should look like listing 5.2. We show all files we’ll
have to create or modify in bold:
Listing 5.2

Modify the Shell
stylesheet for
sign-in.

Updated file structure
spa
+-|
|
|
|
+-|
|
|

css
+-+-+-`-js
+-|
|

spa.avtr.css
spa.chat.css
spa.css
spa.shell.css

Create the Avatar
stylesheet.

jq
+-- jquery-1.9.1.js
+-- jquery.event.ue-0.3.2.js

Include the jQuery
plugin for unified touch
and mouse input.

Set up the Model and other files

Include the
browser database,
TaffyDB.
Create our
Data module.

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
`--
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|
+-- jquery.event.gevent-0.1.9.js
Include the gevent
|
+-- jquery.uriAnchor-1.1.3.js
plugin—this is required
|
`-- taffydb-2.6.2.js
to use jQuery global
+-- spa.js
custom events.
+-- spa.avtr.js
Create our Avatar
+-- spa.chat.js
feature module.
+-- spa.data.js
+-- spa.fake.js
Create our Fake
+-- spa.model.js
module.
+-- spa.shell.js
+-- spa.util_b.js
Create our
`-- spa.util.js
browser utilities.
spa.html
Modify the Shell

for sign-in.

Now that we’ve identified the files we want to add or modify, let’s fire up our trusty
text editor and get the job done. It turns out the best order to consider each file in is
exactly the order presented. If you’re playing along at home, you can build the files as
we walk through the code.

5.2.2

Populate the files
Our first file to consider is spa/css/spa.avtr.css. We’ll create the file and populate it
with the contents shown in listing 5.3. Initially, it’ll be a stub:
Listing 5.3

Our Avatar stylesheet (stub) — spa/css/spa.avtr.css

/*
* spa.avtr.css
* Avatar feature styles
*/

The next three files are libraries. Let’s download them into the spa/js/jq directory.
■

■

■

The spa/js/jq/jquery.event.ue-0.3.2.js file is available at https://github.com/
mmikowski/jquery.event.ue. It provides unified touch and mouse input.
The spa/js/jq/jquery.event.gevent-0.1.9.js file is available at https://
github.com/mmikowski/jquery.event.gevent and is required to use global custom events.
The spa/js/jq/taffydb-2.6.2.js file provides our client database. It may be
found at https://github.com/typicaljoe/taffydb. It’s not a jQuery plugin, and
if we were dealing with a larger project we’d place this in a separate spa/js/lib
directory.

The next three JavaScript files—spa/js/spa.avtr.js, spa/js/spa.data.js, and spa/js/
spa.fake.js—will be stubs. Their contents are shown in listings 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6.
They’re mostly identical—each has a header, followed by our JSLint options, and then
a namespace declaration that is congruent with the file name. We’ve shown the
unique parts in bold:
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Create the Avatar feature module—spa/js/spa.avtr.js

/*
* spa.avtr.js
* Avatar feature module
*/
/*jslint
devel
newcap
regexp
white
*/
/*global
spa.avtr

:
:
:
:

browser
true, indent
true, nomen
true, sloppy
true

:
:
:
:

true,
2,
true,
true,

continue
maxerr
plusplus
vars

:
:
:
:

true,
50,
true,
false,

$, spa */
= (function () { return {}; }());

Listing 5.5

Create the Data module—spa/js/spa.data.js

/*
* spa.data.js
* Data module
*/
/*jslint
devel
newcap
regexp
white
*/
/*global
spa.data

:
:
:
:

browser
true, indent
true, nomen
true, sloppy
true

:
:
:
:

true,
2,
true,
true,

continue
maxerr
plusplus
vars

:
:
:
:

true,
50,
true,
false,

$, spa */
= (function () { return {}; }());

Listing 5.6

Create the Fake data module—spa/js/spa.fake.js

/*
* spa.fake.js
* Fake module
*/
/*jslint
devel
newcap
regexp
white
*/
/*global
spa.fake

:
:
:
:

browser
true, indent
true, nomen
true, sloppy
true

:
:
:
:

true,
2,
true,
true,

continue
maxerr
plusplus
vars

:
:
:
:

true,
50,
true,
false,

$, spa */
= (function () { return {}; }());

Recall that the /*jslint ...*/ and /*global ...*/ sections are used when we run
JSLint to check our code for common errors. The /*jslint ...*/ section sets preferences for validation. For example, browser : true tells the JSLint validator to assume
that we’ll run this JavaScript in a browser, and therefore we’ll have a document object
(among other things). The /*global $, spa */ section tells the JSLint validator that
the variables $ and spa are defined outside of this module. Without this information,

Set up the Model and other files

Figure 5.3
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The browser utilities module provides utilities that require a browser to run

the validator would complain that these variables aren’t defined before being used.
See appendix A for a full discussion of our JSLint settings.
Next we can add our browser utilities file, spa/js/spa.util_b.js. This module provides common routines that work only in a browser environment. In other words, the
browser utilities won’t normally work with Node.js, whereas our standard utilities
(spa/js/spa.util.js) will. Figure 5.3 shows this module in our architecture.
Our browser utilities will provides the encodeHtml and decodeHtml utilities which,
not surprisingly, can be used to encode and decode special characters used in HTML
like & or <.2 It’ll also provide the getEmSize utility, which can calculate the number of
pixels for the em unit in the browser. Sharing these utilities ensures they’re implemented consistently and also minimizes the amount of code we need to write. Let’s
fire up our text editor and create the file as shown in listing 5.7. The methods are
shown in bold:
Listing 5.7

Create the browser utilities module—spa/js/spa.util_b.js

/**
* spa.util_b.js
* JavaScript browser utilities
*
* Compiled by Michael S. Mikowski
* These are routines I have created and updated
* since 1998, with inspiration from around the web.
* MIT License
*/
/*jslint
2

browser : true, continue : true,

These methods are important to prevent cross-site-scripting attacks when we present data that comes from
user input.
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newcap
regexp
white

:
:
:
:

true, indent
true, nomen
true, sloppy
true
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: 2,
maxerr
: 50,
: true, plusplus : true,
: true, vars
: false,

*/
/*global $, spa, getComputedStyle */

Use strict pragma (we’ll

spa.util_b = (function () {
talk about this in a bit).
'use strict';
//---------------- BEGIN MODULE SCOPE VARIABLES -------------var
configMap = {
Use configMap to store
regex_encode_html : /[&"'><]/g,
module configurations.
regex_encode_noamp : /["'><]/g,
html_encode_map
: {
'&' : '&#38;',
'"' : '&#34;',
"'" : '&#39;',
'>' : '&#62;',
'<' : '&#60;'
}
},
decodeHtml,

encodeHtml, getEmSize;

Create a modified copy
of the configuration used
to encode entities ...

configMap.encode_noamp_map = $.extend(
{}, configMap.html_encode_map
);
delete configMap.encode_noamp_map['&'];
//----------------- END MODULE SCOPE VARIABLES ---------------

... but remove
the ampersand.

//------------------- BEGIN UTILITY METHODS -----------------// Begin decodeHtml
Create the decodeHtml
// Decodes HTML entities in a browser-friendly way
method to convert browser
// See http://stackoverflow.com/questions/1912501/\
entities like &amp; into a
//
unescape-html-entities-in-javascript
displayed character like &.
//
decodeHtml = function ( str ) {
return $('<div/>').html(str || '').text();
};
Create the encodeHtml
// End decodeHtml
method to convert special

characters like & into an HTML
encoded value like &amp;.
// Begin encodeHtml
// This is single pass encoder for html entities and handles
// an arbitrary number of characters
//
encodeHtml = function ( input_arg_str, exclude_amp ) {
var
input_str = String( input_arg_str ),
regex, lookup_map
;
if ( exclude_amp ) {
lookup_map = configMap.encode_noamp_map;
regex
= configMap.regex_encode_noamp;
}
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else {
lookup_map = configMap.html_encode_map;
regex
= configMap.regex_encode_html;
}
return input_str.replace(regex,
function ( match, name ) {
return lookup_map[ match ] || '';
}
);
};
// End encodeHtml

Create the getEmSize
method to calculate the
pixel size of the em unit.

// Begin getEmSize
// returns size of ems in pixels
//
getEmSize = function ( elem ) {
return Number(
getComputedStyle( elem, '' ).fontSize.match(/\d*\.?\d*/)[0]
);
};
// End getEmSize

Neatly export all
// export methods
public methods.
return {
decodeHtml : decodeHtml,
encodeHtml : encodeHtml,
getEmSize : getEmSize
};
//------------------- END PUBLIC METHODS --------------------}());

The final file to consider is the browser document. We’ll update it to use all our new
CSS and JavaScript files, as shown in listing 5.8. The changes from chapter 4 are shown
in bold:
Listing 5.8

Update the browser document—spa/spa.html

<!doctype html>
<!-spa.html
spa browser document
-->
<html>
<head>
<!-- ie9+ rendering support for latest standards -->
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html;
charset=ISO-8859-1">
<meta http-equiv="X-UA-Compatible" content="IE=edge"/>
<title>SPA Chapters 5-6</title>
<!-- third-party stylesheets -->

Change the title. We’re
not in Kansas or chapter
4 anymore, Toto.

<!-- our stylesheets -->
<link rel="stylesheet" href="css/spa.css"
type="text/css"/>
<link rel="stylesheet" href="css/spa.shell.css" type="text/css"/>
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Include the
client-side
database
library.

Include the
unified input
event plugin.

Include our
Fake module.

Include our
Avatar feature
module.
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<link rel="stylesheet" href="css/spa.chat.css"
<link rel="stylesheet" href="css/spa.avtr.css"

type="text/css"/>
type="text/css"/>

<!-- third-party javascript -->
<script src="js/jq/taffydb-2.6.2.js" ></script>
<script src="js/jq/jquery-1.9.1.js"
></script>
<script src="js/jq/jquery.uriAnchor-1.1.3.js"
></script>
<script src="js/jq/jquery.event.gevent-0.1.9.js"></script>
<script src="js/jq/jquery.event.ue-0.3.2.js" ></script>
<!-- our javascript -->
<script src="js/spa.js"
></script>
<script src="js/spa.util.js" ></script>
<script src="js/spa.data.js" ></script>
Include our
<script src="js/spa.fake.js" ></script>
Data module.
<script src="js/spa.model.js" ></script>
<script src="js/spa.util_b.js"></script>
Include our
<script src="js/spa.shell.js" ></script>
browser utilities.
<script src="js/spa.chat.js" ></script>
<script src="js/spa.avtr.js" ></script>
<script>
$(function () { spa.initModule( $('#spa') ); });
</script>

Include our
Avatar stylesheet.

Include the gevent
events library. This
is required to use
global custom
events.

</head>
<body>
<div id="spa"></div>
</body>
</html>

Now that everything is in place, let’s talk about adding touch controls to our SPA.

5.2.3

Use the unified touch-mouse library
Smartphones and tablets are currently outselling traditional laptops and desktops
worldwide. We expect the mobile device sales to continue to exceed traditional computing devices and grow as a percentage of active SPA-capable devices. Soon the
majority of potential customers who wish to use our site may be using a touch device.
We recognize this trend and have included the unified touch-mouse interface
library—jquery.event.ue-0.3.2.js—in this chapter. This library, although not perfect, does a lot of magic in making an application work seamlessly across touch and
pointer interfaces; it handles multi-touch, pinch-to-zoom, drag-and-drop, and longpress along with the more pedestrian events. We’ll detail its use as we update our UI in
this and future chapters.
We’ve now readied our files for the changes we’ll be applying. When we load our
browser document (spa/spa.html), we should see the same page as we left it in chapter 4 without any errors. Now let’s start building our Model.

5.3

Design the people object
In this chapter we’ll build the people object portion of the Model, as shown in figure 5.4.

Design the people object

Figure 5.4
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In this section we start the design of our Model with the people object

We expect our model to be split into two sections: a chat object and a people object.
Here is the specification we first sketched in chapter 4:
...
//
//
//
//
...

* chat_model - the chat model object provides methods
to interact with our instant messaging
* people_model - the people model object which provides methods
to interact with the list of people the model maintains

The description provided for the people object—“an object that provides methods to
interact with the list of people the Model maintains”—is a good start, but it’s not
detailed enough for implementation. Let’s design the people object starting with the
objects we will use to represent each person in our list.

5.3.1

Design the person objects
We’ve decided that the people object should manage a list of persons. Experience has
shown us that a person is well represented by an object. Therefore our people object
will manage many person objects. Here are the minimal properties we think each
person object should have:
■

id—The server ID. This will be defined for all objects sent from the backend.
cid—The client ID. This should always be defined, and usually will be the same
as the ID; but if we create a new person object on the client and the backend

■

has not yet been updated, the server ID will be undefined.
name—The name of the person.
css_map—A map of display properties. We’ll need this to support avatars.

■

■

A UML class diagram of a person object is shown in table 5.1:
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A UML class diagram of a person object

person
Attribute name

Attribute type

id

string

cid

string

name

string

css_map

map

Method name

Return type

get_is_user()

boolean

get_is_anon()

boolean

Doing without a client ID property
These days, we rarely use a separate property for client ID. Instead we use a single
ID property and apply a unique prefix for IDs that are client-generated. For example,
a client ID might look like x23, whereas an ID that originated from the backend might
look like 50a04142c692d1fd18000003 (especially if you’re using MongoDB). Because the backend-generated ID can never start with an x, it’s easy to determine
where any ID was generated. Most of the application logic doesn’t need to worry
about where an ID originated. The only time it becomes important is when we sync to
the backend.

Before we consider what methods a person object should have, let’s consider the types
of persons our people object might need to manage. Figure 5.5 shows a mockup of
what we’d like our user to see, with some notes about people.
The current user.
People will need to
sign in and out.

A list of people,
sorted alphabetically
We probably shouldn’t
let the user chat
unless they sign in.

Figure 5.5

A mockup of our SPA with notes about people

Design the people object
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It appears the people object will need to identify four types of persons:
1
2
3
4

The current user person
The anonymous person
The person with whom the user is chatting
Other online persons

At present we’re only concerned with the current user person and the anonymous
person—we’ll worry about online persons in the next chapter. We should like to have
methods to help us identify these types of users:
■
■

get_is_user()—Return true if the person object is the current user.
get_is_anon()—Return true if the person object is anonymous.

Now that we’ve detailed person objects, let’s consider how the people object will manage them.

5.3.2

Design the people object API
The people object API will consist of methods and jQuery global custom events. We’ll
consider method calls first.
DESIGN PEOPLE METHOD CALLS

We want our Model to always have a current user object available. If a person isn’t
signed in, the user object should be the anonymous person object. Of course, this
implies we should provide a means for a person to sign in and sign out. The list of
people on the left column of the chat slider indicates we’d like to maintain a list of
online people with whom we can chat, and that we’d like them returned in alphabetical order. Given these requirements, this list of methods seems about right:
■

■

■

■

■

get_user()—Return the current user person object. If the current user isn’t
signed in, return the anonymous person object.
get_db()—Get the collection of all the person objects including the current
user. We’d like the person list to always be in alphabetical order.
get_by_cid( <client_id> )—Get the person object associated with a unique
client ID. Though the same could be accomplished by getting the collection
and searching for the person object by client ID, we expect this capability to be
used often enough that a dedicated method can help avoid errors and provide
opportunity for optimization.
login( <user_name> )—Sign in as the user with the specified user name. We’ll
avoid the complexity of sign-in authentication as it’s outside the scope of this
book, and there are many examples to be had elsewhere. When a user signs in,
the current user object should change to reflect the new identity. We should
also publish an event called spa-login with the current user object as data.
logout()—Revert the current user object to the anonymous person. We should
publish an event called spa-logout with the former user object as data.
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Both the login() and logout() method descriptions state that we’ll publish events as
part of their response. The next section discusses what these events are and why we
use them.
DESIGN PEOPLE EVENTS

We use events to publish data asynchronously. For example, if the people list changes,
the Model may want to publish a spa-listchange event which shares an updated list
of people.3 Methods in our feature modules or the Shell that are interested in this
event may register with the Model to receive it—this is often called subscribing to an
event. When the spa-listchange event occurs, the subscribing methods are notified
and receive the data that the Model publishes. For example, we may have a method in
Avatar to add a new graphical avatar, and a method in Chat to add to the list of persons shown in the chat slider. Figure 5.6 shows how events are broadcast to subscribing
feature modules and the Shell.
We’d like the Model to publish at least two event types as part of the people object
API:4
■

■

spa-login should be published when the sign-in process is complete. This

won’t happen right away, as the sign-in process usually requires a round-trip to
the backend. The updated current user object should be supplied as the event
data.
spa-logout should be published when the sign-out process is complete. The
previous user object should be supplied as the event data.

Events are often a preferable manner to distribute asynchronous data. The classic
JavaScript implementation uses callbacks, and this results in a tangle of code that’s
hard to debug and keep modular. Events allow module code to remain independent

Figure 5.6 Events are broadcast
from our Model and can be received
by subscribed methods in our feature
modules or the Shell
3
4

Other names for the event mechanism include push communications, or pub-sub (short for publish-subscribe).
We use a namespace prefix (spa-) for all published event names. This helps avoid potential conflicts with
third-party JavaScript and libraries.
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yet use the same data. For these reasons, we strongly prefer events when distributing
asynchronous data from the Model.
Since we’re already using jQuery, it’s a wise choice to use jQuery global custom
events as our publishing mechanism. We have created a global custom event plugin to
provide this capability.5 jQuery global custom events perform well and have the same
familiar interface as other jQuery events. Any jQuery collection may subscribe to a
specific global custom event and invoke a function when it occurs. An event often has
data associated with it. A spa-login event, for example, may pass along the freshly
updated user object. When an element is removed from the document, any function
that is subscribed “on” that deleted element is automatically removed. Listing 5.9 illustrates these concepts. We can open the browser document (spa/spa.html), open the
JavaScript console, and test:
Listing 5.9
Create a $listbox
jQuery collection. Style
it so we can see it.
Define a handler we plan to use
for the spa-listchange
jQuery global custom event.
This method expects an event
object and a map detailing a
user list update as arguments.
Have the handler open an alert
box so we can verify when it is
invoked.

The onListChange
function subscribed on the
$listbox jQuery collection
is invoked by this event. The
alert box should appear.
We can close the alert box.
The onListChange
function bound on
$listbox will not be
invoked, and we should
not see the alert box.

Use of jQuery global custom events
$( 'body' ).append( '<div id="spa-chat-list-box"/>' );

Append a

<div> to the
var $listbox = $( '#spa-chat-list-box' );
page body.
$listbox.css({
position: 'absolute', 'z-index' : 3,
top : 50, left : 50, width : 50, height :50,
border : '2px solid black', background : '#fff'
});
var onListChange = function ( event, update_map ) {
$( this ).html( update_map.list_text );
alert( 'onListChange ran' );
Have the $listbox jQuery collection
};
subscribe to the spa-listchange
$.gevent.subscribe(
$listbox,
'spa-listchange',
onListChange
);

custom global event with the
onListChange function. When the
spa-listchange event occurs,
onListChange is invoked with the event
object as the first argument, followed by any
other arguments published by the event. The
value of this in onListChange will be
the DOM element used by $listbox.

$.gevent.publish(
'spa-listchange',
[ { list_text : 'the list is here' } ]
);

$listbox.remove();
$.gevent.publish( 'spa-listchange', [ {} ] );

When we remove the
$listbox collection
elements from the
DOM, the subscription
is no longer valid and
the subscription to
onListChange is
removed.

If you’re already comfortable with jQuery event handling, this is probably all old news,
and that’s good news. If not, don’t worry about it too much. Just be glad that this
5

Prior to version 1.9.0, jQuery supported this natively. Of course, they removed it shortly before we went to
press just to make our lives more, um, interesting.
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behavior is consistent with all other jQuery events. It’s also powerful, exceedingly well
tested, and leverages the same code as jQuery internal methods. Why learn two event
mechanisms when you can use just one? That’s a strong argument for using jQuery global
custom events—and a strong argument against using a “framework” library that introduces a redundant and subtly different event mechanism.

5.3.3

Document the people object API
Let’s now consolidate all of this thinking to a relatively terse format that we can put
into our Model module for reference. The Listing 5.10 is a good first attempt:
Listing 5.10 The people object API
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

The people object API
--------------------The people object is available at spa.model.people.
The people object provides methods and events to manage
a collection of person objects. Its public methods include:
* get_user() - return the current user person object.
If the current user is not signed-in, an anonymous person
object is returned.
* get_db() - return the TaffyDB database of all the person
objects - including the current user - pre-sorted.
* get_by_cid( <client_id> ) - return a person object with
provided unique id.
* login( <user_name> ) - login as the user with the provided
user name. The current user object is changed to reflect
the new identity.
* logout()- revert the current user object to anonymous.
jQuery global custom events published by the object include:
* 'spa-login' is published when a user login process
completes. The updated user object is provided as data.
* 'spa-logout' is published when a logout completes.
The former user object is provided as data.
Each person is represented
Person objects provide the
* get_is_user() - return
* get_is_anon() - return

by a person object.
following methods:
true if object is the current user
true if object is anonymous

The attributes for a person object include:
* cid - string client id. This is always defined, and
is only different from the id attribute
if the client data is not synced with the backend.
* id - the unique id. This may be undefined if the
object is not synced with the backend.
* name - the string name of the user.
* css_map - a map of attributes used for avatar
presentation.

Now that we’ve completed a specification for the people object, let’s build it and test the
API. After that, we’ll adjust the Shell to use the API so a user may sign in and sign out.

Build the people object

Figure 5.7

5.4
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Now that we’ve designed the people object, we can build it. We’re going to use a Fake
module to provide mock data to the Model. This will allow us to proceed without having a server or feature module in place. Fake is a key enabler of rapid development,
and we’re going to fake it until we make it.
Let’s revisit our architecture and see how Fake can help improve development.
Our fully implemented architecture is shown in figure 5.7.
Well, that’s nice, but we can’t get there in one pass. We’d rather develop without
requiring a web server or a UI. We want to focus on the Model at this stage and not be
distracted by other modules. We can use the Fake module to emulate Data and the
server connection, and we can use the JavaScript console to make API calls directly
instead of using the browser window. Figure 5.8 illustrates what modules we need
when we develop in this manner.
Let’s sweep away all the unused code and see what modules are left, as shown in
figure 5.9.
Through the use of the Fake module and the JavaScript console, we’re able to
focus solely on the development and testing of the Model. This is especially beneficial
for a module as important as the Model. As we progress, we should keep in mind that the
“backend” is emulated by the Fake module in this chapter. Now that we’ve outlined a development strategy, let’s start work on the Fake module.

5.4.1

Create a fake people list
What we call “real” data is usually sent from the web server to the browser. But what if
we’re tired and had a long day at work, and don’t have the energy for “real” data?
That’s all right—sometimes it’s OK to fake it. We discuss how to fake data openly and
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We use a mock data module called Fake during development

Figure 5.9 Here are all the
modules we use to develop
and test our Model

honestly in this section. We hope we’ll provide everything you ever wanted to know
about fake data but may have been to afraid to ask.
We’ll use a module called Fake during development to provide mock data and
methods to the application. We’ll set an isFakeData flag in our Model to instruct it to
use the Fake module instead of using “real” web server data and methods from the
Data module. This enables rapid, focused development that’s independent of the
server. Because we’ve done a good job outlining how person objects are going to
behave, we should be able to fake our data pretty easily. First we’d like to create a
method that returns data for a list of fake persons. Let’s fire up our text editor and
create spa.fake.getPeopleList as shown in listing 5.11:
Listing 5.11 Add a mock user list to Fake—spa/js/spa.fake.js
/*
* spa.fake.js
* Fake module
*/
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/*jslint
devel
newcap
regexp
white
*/
/*global

:
:
:
:

browser
true, indent
true, nomen
true, sloppy
true

:
:
:
:

true,
2,
true,
true,

continue
maxerr
plusplus
vars

:
:
:
:

true,
50,
true,
false,

$, spa */

spa.fake = (function () {
'use strict';
var getPeopleList;
getPeopleList = function () {
return [
{ name : 'Betty', _id : 'id_01',
css_map : { top: 20, left: 20,
'background-color' : 'rgb( 128,
}
},
{ name : 'Mike', _id : 'id_02',
css_map : { top: 60, left: 20,
'background-color' : 'rgb( 128,
}
},
{ name : 'Pebbles', _id : 'id_03',
css_map : { top: 100, left: 20,
'background-color' : 'rgb( 128,
}
},
{ name : 'Wilma', _id : 'id_04',
css_map : { top: 140, left: 20,
'background-color' : 'rgb( 192,
}
}
];
};

128, 128)'

255, 128)'

192, 192)'

128, 128)'

return { getPeopleList : getPeopleList };
}());

We introduced the 'use strict' pragma in this module as shown in bold. If you’re
serious about large-scale JavaScript projects—and we know you are—we encourage
you to consider using the strict pragma within a namespace function scope. When in strict
mode, JavaScript is more likely to throw exceptions when unsafe actions are taken,
such as using undeclared global variables. It also disables confusing or poorly considered features. Though it’s tempting, don’t use the strict pragma in the global scope, as
it can break the JavaScript of other, lesser third-party developers who aren’t as enlightened as you. Now let’s use this fake person list in our Model.

5.4.2

Start the people object
We’ll now start building the people object in the Model. When it’s initialized (using
the spa.model.initModule() method), we’ll first create the anonymous person
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object using the same makePerson constructor as we used to create other person
objects. This ensures that this object has the same methods and attributes of other
person objects regardless of future changes to the constructor.
Next we’ll use the fake people list provided by spa.fake.getPeopleList() to create a TaffyDB collection of person objects. TaffyDB is a JavaScript data store designed
for use in a browser. It provides many database-style capabilities, like selecting an array
of objects by matching properties. For example, if we have a TaffyDB collection of
person objects named people_db, we might select an array of persons with the name
of Pebbles like so:
found_list = people_db({ name : 'Pebbles' }).get();

Why we like TaffyDB
We like TaffyDB because it’s focused on providing rich data management capabilities
in the browser, and it doesn’t try to do anything else (like introducing a subtly different
event model that’s redundant with jQuery). We like to use optimal, focused tools like
TaffyDB. If, for some reason, we need different data management capabilities, we
can swap it out with another tool (or write our own) without having to refactor our entire application. Please see http://www.taffydb.com for thorough documentation on
this handy tool.

Finally, we’ll export the people object so that we can test our API. At this time we’ll
provide two methods to interact with person objects: spa.model.people.get_db()
will return the TaffyDB people collection, and spa.model.people.get_cid_map() will
return a map with the client IDs as the keys. Let’s fire up the trusty text editor and start
our Model as shown in listing 5.12. This is just our first pass, so don’t feel you have to
understand everything yet:
Listing 5.12 Start building the Model—spa/js/spa.model.js
/*
* spa.model.js
* Model module
*/
/*jslint
devel
newcap
regexp
white
*/
/*global

:
:
:
:

browser
true, indent
true, nomen
true, sloppy
true

:
:
:
:

true,
2,
true,
true,

continue
maxerr
plusplus
vars

:
:
:
:

true,
50,
true,
false,

TAFFY, $, spa */

spa.model = (function () {
'use strict';
var
configMap = { anon_id : 'a0' },

Reserve a special ID for
the “anonymous” person.
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Reserve the anon_user key
in our state map to store the
anonymous person object.
Reserve the people_db
key in our state map to store
a TaffyDB collection of
person objects. Initialize it
as an empty collection.
Create a prototype for
person objects. Use of a
prototype usually reduces
memory requirements
and improves the
performance of objects.

Use Object.create
( <prototype> ) to
create our object from a
prototype and then add
instance-specific
properties.

stateMap = {
anon_user
: null,
people_cid_map : {},
people_db
: TAFFY()
},

Reserve the
people_cid_map key
in our state map to store a
map of person objects
keyed by client ID.

isFakeData = true,
personProto, makePerson, people, initModule;
personProto = {
get_is_user : function () {
return this.cid === stateMap.user.cid;
},
get_is_anon : function () {
return this.cid === stateMap.anon_user.cid;
}
};
makePerson = function ( person_map ) {
var person,
cid
= person_map.cid,
css_map = person_map.css_map,
id
= person_map.id,
name
= person_map.name;

Set isFakeData to true.
This flag tells the Model to use
the example data, objects,
and methods from the Fake
module instead of actual data
from the Data module.

Add a makePerson method
that creates a person object
and stores it in a TaffyDB
collection. Ensure it also
updates the index in the
people_cid_map.

if ( cid === undefined || ! name ) {
throw 'client id and name required';
}
person
person.cid
person.name
person.css_map

=
=
=
=

Object.create( personProto );
cid;
name;
css_map;

if ( id ) { person.id = id; }
stateMap.people_cid_map[ cid ] = person;
stateMap.people_db.insert( person );
return person;

Define the
people object.
Add the get_cid_map
method to return a map
of person objects keyed
by client ID.

Get the list of online
people from the
Fake module and
add them to the
people_db
TaffyDB collection.

};

Add the get_db
method to return the
TaffyDB collection of
person objects.

people = {
get_db
: function () { return stateMap.people_db; },
get_cid_map : function () { return stateMap.people_cid_map; }
};
initModule = function () {
var i, people_list, person_map;
// initialize anonymous person
stateMap.anon_user = makePerson({
cid
: configMap.anon_id,
id
: configMap.anon_id,
name : 'anonymous'
});
stateMap.user = stateMap.anon_user;
if ( isFakeData ) {

Make the anonymous person
object in initModule to
ensure it has the same methods
and attributes of other person
objects regardless of future
changes. This is an example of
“design for quality.”
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people_list = spa.fake.getPeopleList();
for ( i = 0; i < people_list.length; i++ ) {
person_map = people_list[ i ];
makePerson({
cid
: person_map._id,
css_map : person_map.css_map,
id
: person_map._id,
name
: person_map.name
});
}
}
};
return {
initModule : initModule,
people
: people
};
}());

Of course, nothing calls spa.model.initModule() yet. Let’s fix that by updating our
root namespace module, spa/js/spa.js, as shown in listing 5.13:
Listing 5.13 Add Model initialization to root namespace module—spa/js/spa.js

Add the use
strict
pragma.

...
var spa = (function () {
'use strict';
var initModule = function ( $container ) {
spa.model.initModule();
spa.shell.initModule( $container );
};

Initialize the
Model before
the Shell.

return { initModule: initModule };
}());

Now let’s load our browser document (spa/spa.html) to make sure that the page
works as before—if it does not or there are errors in the console, we did something
wrong and should retrace our steps to here. Although it might look the same, under
the hood the code is working differently. Let’s open the Chrome Developer Tools
JavaScript console to test the people API. We can get the people collection and
explore some of the benefits of TaffyDB as shown in listing 5.14. Typed input is shown
in bold; output is shown in italics:
Listing 5.14 Playing with fake people and liking it
Use the TaffyDB
get() method to
extract an array
from the collection

// get the people collection
var peopleDb = spa.model.people.get_db();
// get list of all people
var peopleList = peopleDb().get();

Get the TaffyDB collection
populated with person objects.

// show our list of people
peopleList;
>> [ >Object, >Object, >Object, >Object, >Object ]

Inspect the list of users.
The >Object presented
is expandable. We can
click on the > symbol to
see its properties.
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// show the names of all people in our list
peopleDb().each(function(person, idx){console.log(person.name);});
>> anonymous
Filter the TaffyDB collection
>> Betty
using peopleDb(
>> Mike
<match_map> ) and then
>> Pebbles
extract the first object of
>> Wilma
the returned array using

Iterate over all
person objects and
print the name.
We use the each
method provided
by the TaffyDB
collection. This
method takes a
function as its
argument, which
receives a
person object
and index number
as arguments.

// get the person with the id of 'id_03':
var person = peopleDb({ cid : 'id_03' }).first();
// inspect the name attribute
person.name;
>> "Pebbles"

Display
another
expected
property,
css_map.

Ensure our person
object has the name
property we expect.

// inspect the css_map attribute
JSON.stringify( person.css_map );
>> "{"top":100,"left":20,"background-color":"rgb( 128, 192, 192)"}""
// try an inherited method
person.get_is_anon();
>> false

Ensure our person object has the
get_is_anon method and provides the correct
results—Pebbles isn’t the anonymous person.

// the anonymous person should have an id of 'a0'
person = peopleDb({ id : 'a0' }).first();
// use the same method
person.get_is_anon();
>> true
person.name;
>> "anonymous"

Check the name
of the anonymous
person object.

the first() method.

Get the anonymous
person object by its ID.

Ensure this person object has
the get_is_anon method
and works as expected.

// check our person_cid_map too...
var personCidMap = spa.model.people.get_cid_map();
personCidMap[ 'a0' ].name;
>> "anonymous"

Test getting a person
object by client ID.

This testing shows that we’ve been successful in building part of the people object. In
the next section we’ll finish the job.

5.4.3

Finish the people object
We need to update both the Model and the Fake modules to ensure the people object
API meets the specifications we wrote earlier. Let’s update the Model first.
UPDATE THE MODEL

We want our people object to fully support the concept of a user. Let’s consider the
new methods we’ll need to add:
■

login( <user_name> ) will start the sign-in process. We’ll need to create a new
person object and add it to the people list. When the sign-in process is complete,
we’ll emit an spa-login event that publishes the current user object as data.
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■

■

logout() will start the sign-out process. When a user signs out, we’ll delete the
user person object from the people list. When the sign-out process is complete,
we’ll emit an spa-logout event with the prior user object as data.
get_user() will return the current user person object. If someone has not
signed in, the user object will be the anonymous person object. We’ll use a
module state variable (stateMap.user) to store the current user person object.

We need to add a number of other capabilities to support these methods:
■

■

■

■

Because we’ll be using a Socket.IO connection to send and receive messages to
the Fake module, we’ll use a mock sio object in the login( <user_name> )
method.
Because we’ll be creating a new person object with login( <username> ), we’ll
use the makeCid() method to create a client ID for the signed-in user. We’ll use
a module state variable (stateMap.cid_serial) to store a serial number used
to create this ID.
Because we’ll be removing the user person object from the people list, we’ll
need a method to remove a user. We’ll use a removePerson( <client_id> )
method to do this.
Because the sign-in process is asynchronous (it only completes when the Fake
module returns a userupdate message), we’ll use a completeLogin method to
finish the process.

Let’s update the Model with these changes as shown in listing 5.15. All changes are
shown in bold:
Listing 5.15 Finish the people object of the Model—spa/js/spa.model.js
/*
* spa.model.js
* Model module
*/
/*jslint
devel
newcap
regexp
white
*/
/*global

:
:
:
:

browser
true, indent
true, nomen
true, sloppy
true

:
:
:
:

true,
2,
true,
true,

continue
maxerr
plusplus
vars

TAFFY, $, spa */

spa.model = (function () {
'use strict';
var
configMap = { anon_id : 'a0' },
stateMap = {
anon_user
: null,
cid_serial
: 0,
people_cid_map : {},
people_db
: TAFFY(),

:
:
:
:

true,
50,
true,
false,
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user
},

: null

isFakeData = true,
personProto, makeCid, clearPeopleDb, completeLogin,
makePerson, removePerson, people, initModule;

Include the API
documentation
we previously
developed.

// The people object API
// --------------------// The people object is available at spa.model.people.
// The people object provides methods and events to manage
// a collection of person objects. Its public methods include:
//
* get_user() - return the current user person object.
//
If the current user is not signed-in, an anonymous person
//
object is returned.
//
* get_db() - return the TaffyDB database of all the person
//
objects - including the current user - presorted.
//
* get_by_cid( <client_id> ) - return a person object with
//
provided unique id.
//
* login( <user_name> ) - login as the user with the provided
//
user name. The current user object is changed to reflect
//
the new identity. Successful completion of login
//
publishes a 'spa-login' global custom event.
//
* logout()- revert the current user object to anonymous.
//
This method publishes a 'spa-logout' global custom event.
//
// jQuery global custom events published by the object include:
//
* spa-login - This is published when a user login process
//
completes. The updated user object is provided as data.
//
* spa-logout - This is published when a logout completes.
//
The former user object is provided as data.
//
// Each person is represented by a person object.
// Person objects provide the following methods:
//
* get_is_user() - return true if object is the current user
//
* get_is_anon() - return true if object is anonymous
//
// The attributes for a person object include:
//
* cid - string client id. This is always defined, and
//
is only different from the id attribute
//
if the client data is not synced with the backend.
//
* id - the unique id. This may be undefined if the
//
object is not synced with the backend.
//
* name - the string name of the user.
//
* css_map - a map of attributes used for avatar
//
presentation.
//
personProto = {
get_is_user : function () {
return this.cid === stateMap.user.cid;
},
get_is_anon : function () {
return this.cid === stateMap.anon_user.cid;
}
};
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Add a client ID
generator.
Usually the client
ID of a person
object is the
same as the
server ID. But
those created on
the client and not
yet saved to the
backend don’t yet
have a server ID.

makeCid = function () {
return 'c' + String( stateMap.cid_serial++ );
};

Add a method to
complete user
sign-in when the
backend sends
confirmation and
data for the user.
This routine
updates the
current user
information, and
then publishes the
success of the
sign-in using an
spa-login
event.

completeLogin = function ( user_list ) {
var user_map = user_list[ 0 ];
delete stateMap.people_cid_map[ user_map.cid ];
stateMap.user.cid
= user_map._id;
stateMap.user.id
= user_map._id;
stateMap.user.css_map = user_map.css_map;
stateMap.people_cid_map[ user_map._id ] = stateMap.user;

clearPeopleDb = function () {
Add a method to remove all
var user = stateMap.user;
person objects except the
stateMap.people_db
= TAFFY();
anonymous person, and, if a
stateMap.people_cid_map = {};
user is signed in, the current
if ( user ) {
user object.
stateMap.people_db.insert( user );
stateMap.people_cid_map[ user.cid ] = user;
}
};

// When we add chat, we should join here
$.gevent.publish( 'spa-login', [ stateMap.user ] );
};
makePerson = function ( person_map ) {
var person,
cid
= person_map.cid,
css_map = person_map.css_map,
id
= person_map.id,
name
= person_map.name;
if ( cid === undefined || ! name ) {
throw 'client id and name required';
}
person
person.cid
person.name
person.css_map

=
=
=
=

Object.create( personProto );
cid;
name;
Create a method to
css_map;
remove a person

if ( id ) { person.id = id; }
stateMap.people_cid_map[ cid ] = person;
stateMap.people_db.insert( person );
return person;
};
removePerson = function ( person ) {
if ( ! person ) { return false; }
// can't remove anonymous person
if ( person.id === configMap.anon_id ) {
return false;
}

object from the people
list. We add a few
checks to avoid logical
inconsistencies—for
example, we won’t
remove the current
user or anonymous
person objects.

stateMap.people_db({ cid : person.cid }).remove();
if ( person.cid ) {
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Define the
get_by_cid
method in the
people
closure. This is
a convenience
method that’s
easy
to implement.

Define the
get_db
method in the
people
closure. This
returns the
TaffyDB
collection of
person
objects.

};

delete stateMap.people_cid_map[ person.cid ];
}
Define the people
return true;
closure. This allows

us to share only the

methods we want.
people = (function () {
var get_by_cid, get_db, get_user, login, logout;
Define the get_user
method in the people
closure. This returns
the current user
person object.
get_db = function () { return stateMap.people_db; };
get_by_cid = function ( cid ) {
return stateMap.people_cid_map[ cid ];
};

get_user = function () { return stateMap.user; };
login = function ( name ) {
var sio = isFakeData ? spa.fake.mockSio : spa.data.getSio();
stateMap.user = makePerson({
cid
: makeCid(),
css_map : {top : 25, left : 25, 'background-color':'#8f8'},
name
: name
Define the login method in
});
sio.on( 'userupdate', completeLogin );

Send an adduser
message to the
backend along
with all the user
details. Adding a
user and signing in
are the same thing
in this context.

Define the
logout
method in the
people
closure. This
publishes an
spa-logout
event.

sio.emit(
cid
css_map
name
});
};

the people closure. We don’t
do any fancy credential
checking here.

'adduser', {
: stateMap.user.cid,
: stateMap.user.css_map,
: stateMap.user.name

Register a callback to
complete sign-in when the
backend publishes a
userupdate message.

logout = function () {
var is_removed, user = stateMap.user;
// when we add chat, we should leave the chatroom here
is_removed
= removePerson( user );
stateMap.user = stateMap.anon_user;
$.gevent.publish( 'spa-logout', [ user ] );
return is_removed;
};
return {
get_by_cid
get_db
get_user
login
logout
};
}());

:
:
:
:
:

get_by_cid,
get_db,
get_user,
login,
logout

Neatly export all of
our public people
methods.

initModule = function () {
var i, people_list, person_map;
// initialize anonymous person
stateMap.anon_user = makePerson({
cid
: configMap.anon_id,
id
: configMap.anon_id,
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name : 'anonymous'
});
stateMap.user = stateMap.anon_user;
if ( isFakeData ) {
people_list = spa.fake.getPeopleList();
for ( i = 0; i < people_list.length; i++ ) {
person_map = people_list[ i ];
makePerson({
cid
: person_map._id,
css_map : person_map.css_map,
id
: person_map._id,
name
: person_map.name
});
}
}
};
return {
initModule : initModule,
people
: people
};
}());

Now that we’ve updated the Model, we can proceed with the Fake module.
UPDATE THE FAKE MODULE

Our Fake module needs to be updated to provide a mock Socket.IO connection
object, sio. We want this to emulate the capabilities we need to sign in and sign out:
■

■

■

The mock sio object must provide the ability to register callbacks for a message. We only need to support a callback for a single message, userupdate, to
test sign-in and sign-out. In the Model we register the completeLogin method
for this message.
When a user signs in, the mock sio object will receive an adduser message from
the Model along with the a map of user data as its argument. We emulate a
server response by waiting three seconds and then executing the userupdate
callback. We purposely delay this response so we might spot any race conditions
in the sign-in process.
We don’t need to worry about sign-out with the mock sio object just yet, as the
Model currently handles that condition.

Let’s update the Fake module with these changes as shown in listing 5.16. All changes
are shown in bold:
Listing 5.16 Add a mock socket object with latency to Fake—spa/js/spa.fake.js
...
spa.fake = (function () {
'use strict';
var getPeopleList, fakeIdSerial, makeFakeId, mockSio;

Add new modulescope variables.
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fakeIdSerial = 5;
makeFakeId = function () {
return 'id_' + String( fakeIdSerial++ );
};

Define the
mockSio
object closure.
This has two
public methods:
on and emit.

getPeopleList = function () {
return [
{ name : 'Betty', _id : 'id_01',
css_map : { top: 20, left: 20,
'background-color' : 'rgb( 128,
}
},
{ name : 'Mike', _id : 'id_02',
css_map : { top: 60, left: 20,
'background-color' : 'rgb( 128,
}
},
{ name : 'Pebbles', _id : 'id_03',
css_map : { top: 100, left: 20,
'background-color' : 'rgb( 128,
}
},
{ name : 'Wilma', _id : 'id_04',
css_map : { top: 140, left: 20,
'background-color' : 'rgb( 192,
}
}
];
};

Add a mock
server ID serial
number counter.

Create a method
to make a mock
server ID string.

128, 128)'

255, 128)'

192, 192)'

128, 128)'

mockSio = (function () {
var on_sio, emit_sio, callback_map = {};
on_sio = function ( msg_type, callback ) {
callback_map[ msg_type ] = callback;
};

Create the on_sio method
for the mockSio closure. This
method registers a callback for
a message type. For example,
on_sio( ‘updateuser,’
onUpdateuser ); would
register an onUpdateuser
function as a callback for the
updateuser message type.
The callback will receive
message data as arguments.

emit_sio = function ( msg_type, data ) {
// respond to 'adduser' event with 'userupdate'
// callback after a 3s delay
//
if ( msg_type === 'adduser' && callback_map.userupdate ) {
setTimeout( function () {
Create the emit_sio method for the
callback_map.userupdate(
mockSio closure. The method emulates
[{ _id
: makeFakeId(),
sending a message to the server. In this first
name
: data.name,
pass, we’ll only handle the adduser
css_map : data.css_map
message type. When received, we wait 3
}]
seconds to simulate network latency and
);
then invoke the updateuser callback.
}, 3000 );
}
};
return { emit : emit_sio, on : on_sio };
}());

Export the public methods for our mock
mockSio object. We export on_sio
as on and emit_sio as emit so we
can emulate a real SocketIO object.
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return {
getPeopleList : getPeopleList,
mockSio : mockSio
};
}());

Add the mockSio
object to the public
Fake API.

Now that we’ve completed updating the Model and Fake, we can test sign-in and signout.

5.4.4

Test the people object API
As we planned, isolating the Model allows us to test the sign-in and sign-out process
without the time and expense of setting up a server or preparing a UI. Beyond the saved
expense, it ensures higher quality because our test results aren’t distorted by interface
or data bugs, and we’re testing a known data set. This method also allows us to proceed
without needing other development groups to complete their components.
Let’s load our browser document (spa/spa.html) to ensure the application works
as before. We can then open the JavaScript console and test the login, logout, and
other methods as shown in listing 5.17. Typed input is shown in bold; output is shown
in italics:
Listing 5.17 Test sign-in and sign-out using the JavaScript console

Have the $t
jQuery
collection
subscribe to
the spalogout
event with a
function that
prints
“!Goodbye”
and the list of
arguments to
the console.

// create a jQuery collection
$t = $('<div/>');

Create a jQuery collection ($t) that isn’t
attached to the browser document. We’ll
use this for event testing.

// Have $t subscribe to global custom events with test functions
$.gevent.subscribe( $t, 'spa-login', function () {
console.log( 'Hello!', arguments ); });
$.gevent.subscribe( $t, 'spa-logout', function () {
console.log('!Goodbye', arguments ); });
// get the current user object
var currentUser = spa.model.people.get_user();
// confirm it is anonymous
currentUser.get_is_anon();
>> true

Confirm the
user list is
as expected.

Have the $t jQuery
collection subscribe to
the spa-login event
with a function that
prints “Hello!” and the
list of arguments to the
console.

Confirm the user object is the
anonymous person object.

// get the people collection
var peopleDb = spa.model.people.get_db();
// show the names of all people in our list
peopleDb().each(function(person, idx){console.log(person.name);});
>> anonymous
>> Betty
>> Mike
>> Pebbles
>> Wilma
// sign-in as 'Alfred'; get current user within 3s!
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Wait 3
seconds and
the spalogin
event will
publish. This
invokes the
function we
subscribed
on the $t
jQuery
collection to
the spalogin
event, and so
we see the
“Hello!”
message
along with
the list of
arguments.

spa.model.people.login( 'Alfred' );
currentUser = spa.model.people.get_user();

Log in as Alfred.

// confirm the current user is no longer anonymous
currentUser.get_is_anon();
>> false
// inspect the current user id and cid
currentUser.id;
>> undefined
currentUser.cid;
>> "c0"

Ensure the user object is no longer
the anonymous person object. Even
though the backend has yet to
respond, the user has been set and so
get_is_anon() returns false.

Inspect the user object id. We can see that Alfred is
added to the client but id is undefined. This means
the Model has yet to respond to the login request.

// wait 3s ...
>> Hello! > [jQuery.Event, Object]
// revisit the people collection
peopleDb().each(function(person, idx){console.log(person.name);});
>> anonymous
>> Betty
List each person in the
>> Mike
people collection and
>> Pebbles
ensure we see “Alfred.”
>> Wilma
>> Alfred
// sign-out and watch for the event
spa.model.people.logout();
>> !Goodbye [jQuery.Event, Object]

Confirm the list of people
no longer contains Alfred.

// look at the people collection and current user
peopleDb().each(function(person, idx){console.log(person.name);});
>> anonymous
>> Betty
>> Mike
>> Pebbles
>> Wilma
currentUser = spa.model.people.get_user();
currentUser.get_is_anon();
>> true

Confirm the current user object is
the anonymous person object.

Invoke the logout() method. This does a bit of house
cleaning and publishes the spa-logout event almost
immediately. This invokes the function we subscribed on the $t
jQuery collection to spa-logout event, and so we see the
“!Goodbye” message along with a list of arguments.

This testing is reassuring. We’ve shown that the people object does a good job of
meeting its goals. We can sign in and sign out and the Model behaves as defined. And
because the Model doesn’t require a UI or a server, it’s easy to create a test suite to
ensure all methods meet their design specification. This suite can be run without a
browser by using jQuery with Node.js. See appendix B for a review of how this can be
accomplished.
This might be a good time to take a break. In the next section we’ll update our
interface so the user may sign in and sign out.
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Enable sign-in and sign-out in the Shell
Up to this point we’ve isolated our Model development from the UI as shown in figure 5.10:

Figure 5.10

Testing the Model using the JavaScript console

Now that we’ve tested the Model thoroughly, we want a user to sign in and sign out
through the UI instead of the JavaScript console. We’ll now employ the Shell to do just
that, as shown in figure 5.11.
Of course, before we can build the UI, we must agree on how it should work. We’ll
do that next.

Figure 5.11

In this section we add a graphical sign-in capability to the Shell
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5.5.1

Design the user sign-in experience
We’d like to keep the user experience simple and familiar. As is the popular convention, we’d like the user to click on the top-right of the page to begin the sign-in process. The steps we envision are illustrated in figure 5.12.

3

1

2

1

2

3

4

4

Figure 5.12 The sign-in
process as seen by the
user

If the user isn’t signed in, the top-right area (the “user area”) will prompt Please
Sign-in. When the user clicks on this text, a sign-in dialog will appear.
Once the user completes the dialog form and clicks on the OK button, the signin processing begins.
The sign-in dialog is removed, and the user area shows ... processing ... while the
sign-in is underway (our Fake module always takes three seconds for this step).
Once the sign-in process is complete, the user area shows the name of the
signed-in user.

A signed-in user may sign out by clicking on the user area. This will revert the text
back to Please Sign-in.
Now that we have the user experience designed, we can update the Shell to make it
happen.

5.5.2

Update the Shell JavaScript
Because we put all of our data handling and logic into our Model, we can have the
Shell handle the view and control roles only. While we’re under the hood, as they say,
we can also easily add support for touch devices (such as tablets and mobile phones).
Let’s modify the Shell as shown in listing 5.18. Changes are shown in bold:
Listing 5.18 Update the Shell to add sign-in—spa/js/spa.shell.js
...

Use the strict
spa.shell = (function () {
pragma.
'use strict';
//---------------- BEGIN MODULE SCOPE VARIABLES -------------var
configMap = {
anchor_schema_map : {
chat : { opened : true, closed : true }
},
resize_interval : 200,
main_html : String()
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+ '<div class="spa-shell-head">'
+ '<div class="spa-shell-head-logo">'
Give the header a nicer look
+ '<h1>SPA</h1>'
and provide an element for
+ '<p>javascript end to end</p>'
account name.
+ '</div>'
+ '<div class="spa-shell-head-acct"></div>'
+ '</div>'
+ '<div class="spa-shell-main">'
+ '<div class="spa-shell-main-nav"></div>'
+ '<div class="spa-shell-main-content"></div>'
+ '</div>'
+ '<div class="spa-shell-foot"></div>'
+ '<div class="spa-shell-modal"></div>'
},
...
copyAnchorMap,
setJqueryMap,
changeAnchorPart,
onResize,
onHashchange,
onTapAcct,
onLogin,
onLogout,
Declare the onTapAcct,
setChatAnchor,
initModule;
onLogin, and onLogout
...
event handlers.
// Begin DOM method /setJqueryMap/
setJqueryMap = function () {
Add the onTapAcct method.
var $container = stateMap.$container;
When the account element is

Add to our
jQuery cache
map.

jqueryMap = {
$container : $container,
$acct
: $container.find('.spa-shell-head-acct'),
$nav
: $container.find('.spa-shell-main-nav')
};
};
// End DOM method /setJqueryMap/

tapped, if the user is
anonymous (in other words, not
logged in), then we prompt for a
user name and then invoke
spa.model.people
.login( <user_name> ).
If the user is already signed in,
we invoke the
spa.model.people
.logout() method.

...
onTapAcct = function ( event ) {
var acct_text, user_name, user = spa.model.people.get_user();
if ( user.get_is_anon() ) {
user_name = prompt( 'Please sign-in' );
Create the onLogin
spa.model.people.login( user_name );
event handler. This
updates the user area
jqueryMap.$acct.text( '... processing ...' );
(in the top-right
}
corner) by replacing
else {
the “Please Sign-in”
spa.model.people.logout();
text with the user
}
name. This is provided
return false;
by the login_user
};

object that’s
distributed by the
spa-login event.

onLogin = function ( event, login_user ) {
jqueryMap.$acct.text( login_user.name );
};
onLogout = function ( event, logout_user ) {
jqueryMap.$acct.text( 'Please sign-in' );
};

Create the onLogout event
handler. This reverts the user area
text back to “Please Sign-in.”

//-------------------- END EVENT HANDLERS -------------------...
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initModule = function ( $container ) {
...
$.gevent.subscribe( $container, 'spa-login', onLogin );
$.gevent.subscribe( $container, 'spa-logout', onLogout );
jqueryMap.$acct
.text( 'Please sign-in')
.bind( 'utap', onTapAcct );
};
// End PUBLIC method /initModule/

Initialize the user
area text. Bind a
touch or mouse click
on the user area to
the onTapAcct
event handler.

Have the $container
jQuery collection
subscribe the onLogin
and onLogout event
handlers to the spalogin and spalogout events
respectively.

return { initModule : initModule };
//------------------- END PUBLIC METHODS --------------------}());

The changes we made are easy to understand once we’re comfortable with the publish-subscribe nature of jQuery global custom events. Now let’s tweak the CSS to show
our user area correctly.

5.5.3

Update the Shell stylesheet
Our stylesheet changes aren’t anything fancy. We add or modify a few selectors to
make the user area look nice, and we clean up some cruft along the way. Listing 5.19
shows the changes we need in bold:
Listing 5.19 Add styles for user area in the Shell stylesheet—spa/css/spa.shell.css
...

Create and
indent the
.spashellheadlogo p
derived
selector. This
modifies the
paragraph
(p) inside the
logo div.

Update the spa-shell-

head-logo class to move
.spa-shell-head-logo {
our logo area away from the
top
: 4px;
edge a bit.
left
: 8px;
Create and indent the .spaheight : 32px;
shell-head-logo h1 derived
width : 128px;
selector. This modifies the header1
}
(h1) style inside the logo div.
.spa-shell-head-logo h1 {
font : 800 22px/22px Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif;
margin : 0;
}
.spa-shell-head-logo p {
Delete the .spafont : 800 10px/10px Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; shell-headmargin : 0;
search selector.
}
.spa-shell-head-acct {
top
: 4px;
right
: 0;
width
: 210px;
height
: 32px;
line-height
: 32px;
background
: #888;
color
: #fff;
text-align
: center;
cursor
: pointer;
overflow
: hidden;

Modify the .spa-shellhead-acct selector so the
user area text will be more
legible.
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text-overflow : ellipsis;

Modify the .spa-shell-main-nav
selector to make it wider and ensure its
z-index is “above” any spa-shellmain-content class container.

}
...
.spa-shell-main-nav {
width
: 400px;
background : #eee;
z-index
: 1;
}
...
.spa-shell-main-content {
left
: 400px;
right
: 0;
background : #ddd;
}
...

Modify the .spa-shell-main-content
selector to accommodate the increased width
of any adjacent spa-shell-main-nav
class container.

Now with our CSS in place, let’s test the changes.

5.5.4

Test sign-in and sign-out using the UI
When we load our browser document (spa/spa.html), we should see a page with
“Please sign in” in the user area in the top-right of the window. When we click on this,
we should be presented with a dialog as shown in figure 5.13.
Once we enter a user name and click OK, the dialog should close and we should
see “... processing ...”6 for three seconds in the user area, after which the spa-login
event should be published. The handler in the Shell subscribed to this event should
then update the user name in the upper-right of the window, as shown in figure 5.14.
We ensure a good experience by keeping the user apprised of what’s happening
throughout the process. This is a hallmark of good design—consistently providing

Figure 5.13

6

Screenshot of sign-in dialog

Before we went public with the site, we’d probably use a nice “in-progress” animated graphic instead of the
text. A number of web sites provide quality custom in-progress graphics for free.

Summary

Figure 5.14
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Screenshot after completion of sign-in

immediate feedback can make even a relatively slow application seem snappy and
responsive.

5.6

Summary
In this chapter we introduced the Model and discussed how it fits into our architecture. We outlined what the Model should and should not do. We then set up the files
required to build and test the Model.
We designed, specified, developed, and tested one part of the Model—the people
object. We used a Fake module to provide a controlled data set to the Model, and we
used the JavaScript console to test the people object API. Isolating the Model in this
way resulted in faster development and more controlled testing. We also modified our
SPA to use a mouse-touch plugin so that mobile users may use it.
In the final section we modified the Shell to present the sign-in and sign-out capabilities to the user. We used the API provided by the people object to provide this capability. We also ensured a positive user experience by having our SPA provide feedback
immediately after user input.
In the next chapter, we’ll add the chat object to the Model. This will allow us to
complete the Chat feature module and create an Avatar feature module. Then we’ll
prepare the client to work with a real web server.
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